
Verifying Large SDL-Spei�ationsusing Model ChekingNatalia Sidorova1 and Martin Ste�en21 Department of Mathematis and Computer SieneEindhoven University of TehnologyDen Doleh 2, P.O.Box 513,5612 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlandsn.sidorova�tue.nl2 Institut f�ur angewandte Mathematik und InformatikChristian-Albrehts-Universit�atPreu�erstra�e 1{9, D-24105 Kiel, Deutshlandms�informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstrat. In this paper we propose a methodology for model-hekingbased veri�ation of large SDL spei�ations. The methodology is il-lustrated by a ase study of an industrial medium-aess protool forwireless ATM. To ope with the state spae explosion, the veri�ationexploits the layered and modular struture of the protool's SDL spe-i�ation and proeeds in a bottom-up ompositional way. To make aompositional approah feasible in pratie, we develop a tehnique forlosing SDL omponents with a haoti environment without inurringthe state-spae penalty of onsidering all possible ombinations of valuesin the input queues. The ompositional arguments are used in ombina-tion with abstration tehniques to further redue the state spae of thesystem. With debugging the system as the prime goal of the veri�ation,we orreted the spei�ation step by step and validated various untimedand time-dependent properties until we built and veri�ed a model of thewhole ontrol omponent of the medium-aess protool. The signi�aneof the ase study is in demonstrating that veri�ation tools an handleomplex properties of a model as large as shown.Keywords: SDLmodel heking; abstration; ompositional, bottom-upveri�ation; veri�ation ase study.1 IntrodutionFormal methods, most notably model heking, are inreasingly aepted as im-portant part of the software design proess [6℄. There is a lear tendeny toprovide validation failities in the ommerial SDL-design tools like Objet-Geode [18℄ and SDT [22℄. Currently, these tools allow to validate SDL spei-�ations by means of exhaustive testing. Due to the high ost of errors in theteleommuniation system design, however, omplementary ways of debugging



2and veri�ation are needed. In this paper, we desribe the veri�ation method-ology we applied to a large industrial software produt, namely the ontrol layerof the wireless ATM ommuniation protool Masara [24℄.Formal veri�ation of SDL-spei�ations via model heking [5℄ is an areaof ative investigation [3, 10, 11, 8, 23℄ (notably, the last two mentioned worksare developments of the teleommuniation industry itself). Responsible for theinreasing aeptane of model heking by industry is its \push-button" appeal,i.e., its promise to allow for fully automati heking of a program or a system |the model | against a logial spei�ation, typially a formula of some temporallogi. As model heking is based on state-spae exploration, the size of a systemthat an be heked is limited and it is often held that only relatively smallsystems an be veri�ed with a model heker.The limitations of model heking by the system size implies that veri�a-tion is possible only using abstrations and/or ompositional tehniques. Thesetehniques allow to onstrut a veri�ation model whose state spae is smallerthan the one of the original system. However, providing a formal proof of or-retness for eah abstration or omposition step is prohibitively ostly. Aimingprimarily at debugging, performing these steps at a semi-formal level does notause troubles as spotted errors an easily be validated afterwards and hekedagainst the onrete model by the designers and spurious errors an be deteted.But in ase a property holds for the veri�ation model, one an not laim thatthe property holds for the system under onsideration as well, although the ob-tained result argues in favour of orretness of the system design. Therefore, wesee the primary goal of veri�ation not in proving the overall orretness of theprodut, but in advaned debugging, �nding potential errors in its design andthus inreasing its reliability.For the veri�ation of Masara, we use the Vires tool-set on the SDL spe-i�ation, automatially translating the SDL-ode into the input language of adisrete-time extension of the well-known Spin model-heker. As Masara istoo large to be veri�ed by any existing veri�er as a whole, we exploit the proto-ol's layered struture and perform a bottom-up, ompositional veri�ation. Ina number of ases, the proved orretness requirements of a omponent form thebasis of its abstration. This abstration replaes the real omponent at the nextstep when a slie at an upper hierarhial level of the protool is onsidered forveri�ation. Doing so we were able to reah the point where the whole ontrolentity of Masara together with a simple abstration of the rest of the protoolwas taken into aount.The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Setions 2 and 3 we shortlysurvey the protool and the set of design and model hek tools we used in thease study. In Setion 4 we present the methodology and the tehniques appliedin the veri�ation, and in Setion 5 we highlight results of the investigation. Weonlude in Setion 6 by evaluating the results and disussing related work.



32 Masara: a wireless ATM medium-aess protoolLoated between the ATM-layer and the physial medium, Masara is a medium-aess layer or, in the ontext of the ISDN referene model, a transmission on-vergene sub-layer for wireless ATM ommuniation [1℄[14℄ in loal area net-works. It has been developed within the WAND1 projet [24℄, a joint Europeaninitiative by various teleommuniation ompanies to speify and implement awireless aess system for ATM-LANs.Besides the standard transmission onvergene sub-layer tasks suh as elldelineation, transmission frame adaptation, header error ontrol, ell-rate de-oupling, et., operating over radio-links, i.e., over a neessarily shared physi-al medium, adds to the omplexity of the protool. Masara has to arbitratemedium aess to the radio environment of a variable number of mobile ATM-stations,2 provide enhaned error detetion and orretion mehanisms at var-ious levels to ounter the omparatively high bit-error rate of air-borne data-transmission. Last but not least, it has to ater for mobility features, allowing amobile terminal to swith its assoiation with an aess point in a handover.2.1 Overall strutureFrom the perspetive of veri�ation, Masara is a large protool.3 It is itselfomposed of various protool layers and sub-entities (f. Fig. 1).The layer ontrol protool together with the message enapsulation unit as-sists in various ways the information exhange between the Masara layer and en-tities loated within the upper layers. The segmentation and reassembly unit doesexatly what its name implies: utting peer-to-peer ontrol messages (also alledMPDUs) into ATM-ell size and putting them together upon reeption. All threementioned top-level entities are omparatively unsophistiated and straightfor-ward, as they mainly perform data transformations. The WDLC -layer, oper-ating already on ell-level, is reminisent to onventional (non-ATM) data-linkprotools and responsible, per virtual hannel, for error- and ow-ontrolled ell-transmission. The lowest level of Masara is the data-pump inluding a real-timesheduler, whih forms a large portion of the protool's ode-size. Despite itsraw size, the funtionality o�ered to the Masara-layers above is rather simple:the data-pumps of two ommuniating stations at as duplex, lossy Fifo-bu�er.The other large part of Masara, making up almost half of the SDL-ode, is itsontrol entity, on whih we onentrate here. For a more thorough overage ofMasara's struture and internals, onsult the spei�ation material provided bythe Wand onsortium [24℄.1 Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator.2 Hene the aronym \M obile Aess Sheme based on Contention and Reservationfor ATM".3 Over 300 pages of (graphial) SDL.
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Fig. 1. Top-level funtional entities2.2 Masara ontrolAs the name suggests, the Masara ontrol entity (MCL) is responsible for theprotool's ontrol and signalling tasks. It o�ers its servies to the ATM-layerabove while using the servies of the underlying segmentation and reassemblyentity, the sliding-window entities (WDLC's), and in general the low-layer data-pump.Being responsible for signalling, MCL maintains and manages assoiationslinking aess points with mobile terminals, and onnetions, i.e., the basi dataand signalling transfer hannels, orresponding to ATM virtual hannels. Mas-ara ontrol falls into four sub-entities, eah divided in various sub-proessesthemselves. The two important and omplex ones are the dynami ontrol (DC)and the steady-state ontrol (SSC). The division of work between the dynamiand the steady-state ontrol is roughly as follows: SSC monitors in various waysurrent assoiations and the quality of the radio environment in order to en-sure an optimal transmission quality, to keep informed about alternative aesspoints, and to initiate in time hange of assoiations, so-alled handovers. Thedynami ontrol's task, on the other hand, is to set-up and tear down the as-soiations and onnetions while managing the related administrative work likeaddress management, resoure alloation, et. Of minor omplexity are the radioontrol entity (RCL, with the radio ontrol manager RCM as its most importantproess) and the generi Masara ontrol (GMC).



53 Model heking environmentDealing with a protool of Masara's size, formal validation results with aept-able e�ort are possible only with appropriate tool support inluding editing andspei�ation, validation, and of ourse model heking support.The tool-set we use for the veri�ation experiments on Masara is a ombi-nation of well-established tools and a number of tools developed within Vires(f. Fig. 2). Sine developing a state-of-the-art model heker from srath is adaunting task, it was deided to use a powerful model heker as starting pointrather than to design a new one. The model heker was enhaned with theability to deal with time, for Masara relies heavily on timers.
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m o d e l  c h e c k i n g  t h e  m o d e lFig. 2. Tool-set for Masara veri�ationThe tool-set we used espeially features:{ ObjetGeode, [18℄, a Telelogi tool-set for analysis, design, veri�ation,and validation through simulation, as well as C/C++ ode generation andtesting of real-time and distributed appliations. Targeted espeially forteleommuniation software and safety-ritial systems, ObjetGeode in-tegrates omplementary objet-oriented and real-time approahes based onSDL [19℄ and MSCs [17℄, and reently UML.{ sdl2if and if2pml, whih are the hain of translators rendering SDL into theIntermediate Format If [4℄, a language for timed asynhronous systems, andIf into DT Promela [2℄ | a disrete-time extension of Promela (the inputlanguage of the model heker Spin), respetively. Both tools were developedwithin Vires.{ Live [16℄, used to optimise If spei�ations by stati-analysis tehniques. Ittransforms an If spei�ation into a semantially equivalent one by adding



6 systemati resets of non-live variables. The transformation preserves the be-haviour while reduing dramatially the global state spae (and further, theexploration time). In our experiments, Live redued the state spae of themodels by a fator of 8 on the average.{ Spin, a software pakage for the spei�ation and veri�ation of onurrentsystems [12℄. The ore of Spin is a state-of-the-art enumerative on-the-ymodel heker, whih an be used to report unreahable ode, deadloks,unspei�ed reeptions, rae onditions, and the like. Corretness propertiesan be spei�ed as system or proess invariants (using assertions) or as gen-eral linear-time temporal logi requirements, either diretly in LTL-syntaxor indiretly as B�uhi automata (alled never laims).{ DTSpin [2℄, a disrete-time extension of Spin, intended for model hek-ing onurrent systems that depend on timing parameters. It is ompletelyompatible with the standard, untimed version of Spin.4 MethodologyThis setion desribes the methodologial aspets of the veri�ation proess. Thesize of the protool renders any diret, brute-fore attempt of model hekingout of question. To ahieve the main goal, namely debugging the given real-lifeMasara protool, we faed a number of problems, where the most importanthad been: How to break-up the omplex program into smaller entities and howto proeed in verifying them? How to lose the smaller omponents in order tofeed them into the model heker environment? And how to simplify and abstratthem further in ase the omponents are too large to be aepted by the modelheker. We address these questions in turn.4.1 Bottom-up ompositional veri�ationOur prime goal was to apply formal methods, foremost model heking, to in-dustrial protools, Masara in this ase. With the given overall protool spe-i�ation in SDL-92 (Spei�ation and Desription Language) [19℄ as startingpoint we hoose to proeed bottom-up to be able to debug and lean up the sin-gle smaller entities with relative ease before proeeding to omposed and largerones. The layered and strutured design of Masara with bloks of proessesgreatly failitated this ompositional, bottom-up approah to veri�ation.We started with relatively small bloks of proesses from the global spei�-ation. First, a model has to be losed by adding an environment spei�ation.This environment should be an abstration of the rest of the protool. Construt-ing this abstration is disussed later. After debugging and verifying a numberof properties for simple omponents, we proeed with onsidering bloks om-posed from the veri�ed ones (or their abstrations). Coneptually, the approahorresponds to the rely/guarantee or assumption/ommitment paradigm of om-positional veri�ation, where the abstrations take the role of the assumptionsabout the environment.



7Using a bottom-up approah in the veri�ation, one gains a lot. Even somemagial model heker that allows to feed the whole protool to it and get theresult by just pressing the proverbial button would be of limited use, for itis very well possible, for instane, that some omponents of the system underonsideration are deadloked, but not the whole system. The model heker tellsthen that the system is deadlok-free and one should remember to hek thatno omponent of the system is deadloked. The formulation of suh a propertyis not straightforward and involves fairness restritions and other non-trivialonditions. Going bottom-up, one detets suh deadloks at the very �rst stepswithout muh e�ort | the model heker just �nds them automatially.4.2 Closing the modelSub-models ut out of a global model annot be veri�ed as stand-alone proesses,sine they are not self-ontained, i.e., the spei�ation of a sub-model relies onthe ooperation of the rest of the protool. It should be noted that Masaraitself, like many other protools, is an open model in sense that it relies on theexistene of an environment whose behaviour is not spei�ed in the protool. Tomodel-hek an open model the user must �rst transform it into a losed one.Closing models is often performed for exhaustive testing open systems, whereproesses are introdued within the model to feed it with signal inputs. The wayinputs are sent to the model is ontrolled by these proesses and then superuousor non-signi�ant inputs sequenes an be avoided [15, 9℄.Adding haos For the purpose of model heking, the way the model is losedshould be well-onsidered to alleviate the state-spae explosion problem: addingeven a simple proess inreases unavoidably the state vetor and, worse still, ingeneral the state spae. Basially, there are two extreme options how to imple-ment an \outside" environment. One is to onstrut a simple proess behavinghaotially, i.e., sending and reeiving arbitrary signals in arbitrary order. Inthe ontext of veri�ation of SDL with its asynhronous message-passing om-muniation model, this immediately leads to a ombinatorial explosion ausedby onsidering all ombinations of messages in the input queues, even if most ofthem an't be dealt with by the proesses and they are disarded. Another optionis to tailor the environment proess in suh a way that it sends the \relevant"signals only, i.e., the ones to whih the model under investigation an possiblyreat. While easing the state-spae explosion in the input-queues, it an makethe environmental proess itself rather ompliated and large, multiplying thusthe overall state spae. At least as detrimental from a pratial point of view isthat a tailor-made environment requires insight into the model, analysing whenand when not it an handle messages. This takes time and is error-prone forlarge systems suh at the omponents of Masara.To avoid both problems, we hose an alternative way: we model the environ-ment as simple haos but not a separate proess external to the model. Instead,the haoti environment is embedded into the model itself by a simple SDL soure



8ode transformation. The main idea is quite simple. Sine we assume the environ-ment to be haoti, we must assure that whenever a proess is in a state whereit an take an input from the environment, it must have a possibility to takethis branh. That an be done by replaing this input by the unonditionallyenabled None input (thereby abstrating from the sent data at the same time).Outputs to the environment are just removed. For input, the replaement withNone e�etively removes the (haoti) data reeption from the input ation, inthis way inuening variable instanes in the proess appearing as input param-eters in those inputs. Therefore, the ations potentially inuened by reeptionfrom outside and variable instanes whose values onsequently annot be reliedon must be eliminated, too. This is done by data-ow analysis of the model (f.[21℄ for the semantial underpinning of the approah).Chaoti timers When losing a omponent, not only all non-deterministi be-haviour wrt. to signal exhange must be aptured, but also all timed behaviour,whih plays a ruial role in teleommuniation protools. The time semantishosen for Masara uses disrete-valued timer variables [3℄. Ordinary transitionsare instantaneous, i.e., they take zero time, and time an progress by inre-menting all ative timers only when all input queues are empty and there is noNone-input enabled.4Now losing the omponent by adding all possible signal-exhanges rendersinput from the outside ontinuously enabled. Espeially by inorporating thehaos as skethed above, the branhes input-guarded by the newly introduedNone-inputs are unonditionally enabled, whih means that time may not passin this situation any longer, for the enabled input ations take priority over thetime progress. So due to adding just haoti sending and reeiving of messages,time-outs possible in the original system may not our after the transformation,in whih ase time an never pass, a so-alled zero-time loop ours. In otherwords, the simple approah of replaing environment-inputs by None-inputs failsto respet the disrete time semantis of SDL.In order to preserve the timed behaviour, we must take into aount thatin any state time the new None-inputs don't forestall potential time-progress.For this purpose, one additional timer is introdued for every proess reeivingmessages from the environment and at every proess state, an input from thistimer may be taken. This timer takes values Now or Now+1, where Now meansthat the timer transition is enabled and messages from the environment mayarrive, and Now + 1 means that no messages from the environment will omeuntil the next time slie starts. The deision to set the timer to Now+1 is takennon-deterministially { the time-out may our after an arbitrarily many \inputsfrom the environment". Hene all the behaviour of the original spei�ation ispreserved. The pattern of the transformation is shown in Fig. 3.Another issue onerns the inuene of haoti data reeived from the outsideto the values of timers. Like ordinary variables, timer variables an be inuened4 More preisely, to allow timer inrements, all queues must be empty exept savedmessages.
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Fig. 3. Transformation of inputs: before (left) and after (right) the transformationby the reeption of haoti data from outside, but unlike ordinary data variables,we annot just remove timers whose exat values annot be relied on. Timersinstantiated to an unde�ned \haoti" value an expire at an arbitrary momentin time. Therefore, they are treated similar to the ones for inputs from the envi-ronment. The operation of setting a timer to an unde�ned value is transformedinto setting it to the Now+1 value, and orrespondent inputs of timer messagesare transformed into timer expiration after whih a hoie is made either to setthis timer to Now+ 1 and return to the same proess state, delaying the timerexpiration, or to take the sequene of ations following the atual timer expira-tion aording to the spei�ation. The transformation is shown shematiallyin Fig. 4.4.3 AbstrationOne of the main tools of our methodologial arsenal was abstration. Abstrationis a rather general tehnique; intuitively it means replaing one semantial modelby an abstrat, in general simpler, one. To allow transfer of veri�ation resultsfrom the abstrat model to the onrete one, both must be related by a safeabstration relation. The onept of safe abstration is well-developed and hasappliations in many areas of semantis, program analysis, and veri�ation (f.[7℄ for the seminal, original ontribution). For safety properties in linear-timetemporal logi, often paraphrased as \never something bad will happen", theabstrat system must at least show all the traes of the onrete one to be usedas a safe abstration. To �nd safe abstrations of a reative, parallel system suhas a protool, it is helpful to distinguish between the data of a program, i.e.,the values stored and transmitted, and its ontrol, i.e., the ontrol ow withinthe proesses and their ommuniation behaviour, and, resp., between data andontrol abstrations. A third abstration we routinely used is timer abstration.
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Fig. 4. Transformation of timers: before (left) and after (right) the transformationData abstration Often, the behaviour of a program does not depend on thespei� values of its data. In this ase, many properties of the program statedover the full, often in�nite, data domain an be equivalently expressed over�nite domains of enough elements. For instane, being interested in a proof thatan entity of Masara handles addresses of mobile terminals orretly and doesnot give away the same address twie, a two-valued domain of addresses wouldsuÆe. This approah is known as data independene tehnique [26℄.Control abstration Given the amount of various entities and proesses of theprotool, using data abstration alone will not yield. The proesses of the spei-�ation are given in great detail, to serve as the basis for an implementation, andthey often possess internally non-obvious behaviour (for instane loops, jumps,onditions depending on data-values, and the like). To deal with this omplex-ity we used a spei� type of ontrol abstration. After a whole-sale entity hasbeing veri�ed against a set of its requirements in the haoti environment, wereplae this entity with an abstration whih was the simplest entity for whihthis requirements holds.We illustrate this tehnique on a simple entity of Masara, the radio ontrol(RCL). Seen from the outside, RCL builds Masara-ontrol's interfae with thelower-layer physial radio modem. Its task is to operate the modem to tune intothe terminal with a known frequeny upon request, if possible. A property theRCL should guarantee an be phrased as the following simple response property:\Whenever, after initialisation, the radio ontrol manager reeives arequest Aquire New AP(newhannel), the RCM-proess responds eitherpositively or negatively (Aquire New AP ok or Aquire New AP ko). More-over, the answer is sent in a given amount of time after getting therequest."
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IdleFig. 5. Abstrat radio ontrol managerThe entity must be ready to reat upon requests at any time, so it waslosed in a haoti environment. To redue the state spae of the veri�ationmodel, we used data independene limiting the data domain of the parameternewhannel with 2 values. We heked the model for absene of zero-time yles�rst, afterwards the proper initialisation of the omponent was heked. Codingthe above property in LTL, we ould �nally verify that the onrete RCL satis�edthe property.Sine initialisation of RCL is a on�rmed servie, and the other entities areinitialised only after the initialisation on�rmation has been reeived from radioontrol, we an abstrat away from the initialisation phase in radio ontrol.After having veri�ed the above LTL-property, one an exploit in the follow-ing experiments an abstrat variant of RCL whih is just one proess, radioontrol manager (Fig. 5). The more sophistiated deisions of the onrete radioontrol 5 are aptured in the manually given, abstrat version simply by a non-deterministi hoie between a positive or negative deision and the abstrationontains all the information the other omponents need to in order be veri�ed.Timer abstration Another abstration we apply to ope with the state-spaeexplosion is timer abstration. A timer whose value is expeted to have no in-uene on the truth of the property an be abstrated by assuming that it antake any value, i.e., it beomes a timer of \haoti nature" (f. Setion 4.2).Operations on this timer are replaed aording to the patterns desribed forthe haoti timer.It would seem obvious to verify all non-timed properties with an abstrated-time model and the timed ones with a onrete model, but our experiments showthat abstrating the timers may be ambivalent, both with respet to the state5 RCL, a small part of Masara ontrol, takes 9 SDL-pages of the spei�ation.



12spae and onerning the ability to transfer results from the abstrat model tothe onrete protool.First, the experiments shows that often the state spae of the abstratedmodel is larger than the one of the onrete model when small values for timerdelays are taken. In ase the behaviour of the protool strongly depends ontimers, abstrating the values of timers may add muh behaviour and thus po-tentially results in a larger state spae. But of ourse, investigating the protoolfor various timer settings will require the heking of in�nite many ombinationsof timer settings, and moreover, even when restriting to \representative ases",hoosing larger timer setting may in many ases inrease the state spae beyondthe tratable limits. Using just abstrat timers, the state spae often happenedto be manageable for the model heker.Seond, if some funtional property is proved with the abstrated-time model,it is shown for all possible values of timers. On the other hand, if the property isdisproved or a deadlok in the model is found, the next step is to hek whetherthe erroneous trae given by Spin is a real error in the system or a spurious erroraused by adding erroneous behaviour either by abstrating from time or by atoo abstrat environment spei�ation. It an happen that the property fails tohold for the onrete model, however the erroneous trae given by Spin is one ofthe added behaviour. This behaviour annot be reprodued for the SDL modelwith SDL simulation tools and we annot onlude whether the property holds ornot. In suh a situation one should just redo the experiment using DTSpin: oneannot fore Spin to give the trae from the non-added behaviour, but DTSpinguarantees that timers are expiring in the orret order. In our experiments weenountered several ases when using DTSpin instead of Spin, gave a hane toget a real erroneous trae and disprove the property.5 Veri�ation resultsIn this setion we shortly survey the veri�ation results. Following the bottom-up, ompositional approah skethed above, we obtained a number of resultsabout Masara ontrol. Starting from MT target ell (MTC, an important partof the steady-state ontrol), we proeeded investigating the steady-state ontroland the dynami ontrol, the two largest sub-bloks of Masara-ontrol (f. Se-tion 2.2), in isolation, and �nally, we veri�ed properties of a model of the wholeMasara ontrol.Dealing with the various set-ups, we basially follow a bottom-up approahnot only proeeding from smaller entities to larger, ombined ones, but also ad-vaning from simpler to more omplex properties. After a number of reahabilityheks, we use the built-in Spin features for �nding deadloks and liveloks. TheMessage Sequene Charts, whih are given by Spin and whih orresponds toerroneous traes, are analysed on the original model with the help of the Ob-jetGeode simulator. After orreting disovered strutural errors, we proeedto more advaned properties, like safety, liveness, and response properties.



135.1 Reahability heksEnumerating the whole state spae, the Spin model heker reports on unreah-able ode and we use this report as a guideline for formulating reahabilityproperties to hek. The report of Spin tells whih ode is unreahable, but itgives no hint why this ode is unreahable. Analysing the unreahable ode al-lows to �nd a reahable point in the spei�ation suspeted as the predeessorof an unreahable state. The reahability heks are easily done by just hekingassertion violations where assertions are inserted at the reahable predeessorsof unreahable states. Running Spin with an assertion-violation hek gives thetrae whih an be used to look at this reahable state, srutinising the valuesof di�erent parameters, states of other proesses, et., to get a lue of whatis wrong with the spei�ation. In this way, we found a number of \obviouslyreahable" states being unreahable and thus a ouple of unexpeted errors ofvarious kinds.The reahability heks ensure that the more ompliated LTL-propertiesinvestigated later are not trivially satis�ed.6 Depending on the entity, typialproperties heked were:{ suessful/unsuessful assoiation is possible{ termination of assoiation is possible{ suessful onnetion set-up is possible{ inommuniado yle is suessfully ompleted.Used in this way, reahability heking is employed as a sophistiated debug-ging faility with the assertions used to steer the heker to the ritial points ofthe system. Besides weeding-out errors, we found it likewise very helpful, to useassertion heking (or, a little more ompliated, heking LTL-formulas) in adual way: marking the property of interest as \undesirable" while hoping for itssatisfation | the orresponding \error trae" is useful illustrating harateris-ti desired senarios. They an be ompared with the senarios provided duringthe spei�ation phase, thus giving a better understanding of the behaviour ofthe protool, and thus enhaning the on�dene in the spei�ation.5.2 Errors FoundQuite a number of errors disovered in Masara were \just" programming errors,inluding suh lassis as uninitialised variables (even uninitialised variables dueto a typo), forgotten branhes in ase distintions, mal-onsidered limit ases inloops, and the like. Conerning the ommuniation behaviour, we enounteredmost ommonly{ rae onditions,{ ambiguous reeiver,6 Indeed, we started to perform reahability heks regularly after \proving" a so-phistiated property only to learn later, that the premise of the impliation of thisproperty was unexpetedly false, sine unreahable.



14{ unspei�ed reeption, and{ variables out of rangeas general errors at eah stage of the veri�ation proess. Some of the founderror turned out to be false errors aused by the too abstrat environment. Inthis ase, the experiment was redone with a more re�ned version of environment.Reproduing the erroneous trae on the original version of the protool in theObjetGeode simulator, those errors on�rmed to be real errors in the protooldesign, were reported to the developers of Masara.Rae onditions denote a situation where two signals are sent to an entity \atthe same time" suh that, due to SDL's asynhronous ommuniation model, theorder of reeption is undetermined; here we mean more spei�ally that an unex-peted reeption order results in an error. Espeially prone for this type of errorturned out to be the initialisation phases of proesses: often, the initialisationsignals are given as unon�rmed messages. When a number of proesses is asyn-hronously spawned, initialised, and starts ommuniating under the assumptionthat the rest of the proesses is ready as well, messages may get lost.Unspei�ed reeption means that a proess reeives a message in a statewhere no suh message is foreseen; the default reation in SDL-92 then is to dis-ard the message. The disarding feature is often used on purpose in Masara'sspei�ation, sine it saves ode, but in some ases the disard is aused byunforeseen behaviour. Given the amount of asynhronous ommuniation ativ-ities in the protool, resulting errors are very hard to detet by ode inspetion.Signals in the spei�ation with more than one potential reeiving proess (\am-biguous reeiver") also had been a signi�ant soure of errors in MCL.After onstruting a small veri�ation model (small ompared to the overallspei�ation), we witnessed in several ases state-spae explosion without obvi-ous reasons. It turned out that the spei�ation ontained some variable thatould in�nitely derease or grow. For instane, being informed about deassoia-tion of the same mobile terminal twie | from two di�erent soures | an aesspoint may (under some irumstanes) derease the ounter of assoiated mo-bile terminals by two instead of one. Thus, the number of assoiated terminalsmay beome negative. We found it helpful to regularly hek that all variablesin the model are bounded (their bounds are usually known or an be easilydetermined).Besides quite a number of instanes of these general errors at eah level andbesides spurious property violations due to abstration, errors more spei� toMasara-ontrol model were found and orreted. To exlude \false negatives",eah erroneous behaviour was heked against the full SDL-spei�ation by sim-ulation or at least by ode inspetion and reported to the developers. In thefollowing setion, we show one of the more omplex properties we veri�ed.5.3 Time-dependent safety property: unique MAC-addressesTo illustrate up to whih extent we ould go with the veri�ation, we desribeone of the most involved properties veri�ed. It onerns the ooperation of the



15omplete ontrol entity (MT- and AP-side), the interation of various indepen-dently working protools | notably assoiation handover, the inommuniadoprotool, and the \I'm-alive" protool | and it takes into aount the settingsof several timers. To maintain an established assoiation between a mobile ter-minal and an aess point, it is important to determine when the assoiationbreaks down (as opposed to terminating an assoiation properly by deassoi-ating). Driven by various timers, both sides ontinuously hek whether theirurrent assoiation is still funtioning.To determine that an assoiation has gone for good, a mobile terminal andan aess point must at independently and rely on their loal timers, sine if theonnetion is lost, no further ommuniation is possible in the worst ase. Animportant safety requirement here is that \never the aess point relinquishesan assoiation before the mobile terminal does". This requirement is importantfor the orret working of Masara ontrol, espeially the orret managementof addresses by the dynami ontrol entity, for if the AP gives up the asso-iation, its dynami ontrol is free to reuse the various addresses alloated tothat assoiation for new ones. MT still lambers to reativate the temporarilybroken onnetion and if it sueeds in doing so, the same addresses will bein use for two di�erent MT's, leading to errors. The property as LTL-formulareads 2('mt�lost ! 'ap�lost ), where proposition 'mt�lost desribes sending thesignal MT Lost, whereby AP's I'm-alive-agent entity gives-up the assoiation.Similarly, 'ap�lost aptures all situations where the mobile terminal gives upthe assoiation by signalling AP Lost or HO ind, both from the MHI-entity.We established this safety property, if the inequation min(�AP ) > max(�MT )is satis�ed, where �AP and �MT are the respetive times for the two sides of theassoiation. The two times are bounded aording to the following two inequa-tions.�AP � (Max Time Periods + 1) � Tiaa poll + (IAA Max � 1) � Tframe start�MT � (Max Cellerrors) � TGDP period + (Max AP Index + 1) � TrmIn the inequations, Tiaa poll , Tframe start , TGDP period , and Trm are the values of 4timers determining the behaviour of the above-mentioned protools, the remain-ing parameters are program onstants of the responsible proesses (espeiallyloop bounds). It should be noted that the inequations are not immediate fromthe SDL-ode of MCL: while it is omparatively easy to identify the timers thatan inuene satisfation of the property by looking at the proesses involved,what makes it ompliated is the interferene of the timed reations: the ativ-ities of the various protools an espeially suspend other proesses temporarilyand thus postpone expiration of other timers. With Spin/DTSpin it is not pos-sible to automatially derive the equations. Therefore, we veri�ed satisfation ofthe safety requirement, resp. heked its violation, for various ombinations ofvalues aording to the inequations, espeially for a number of border-ases, tovalidate our intuition about the orret interplay of the timers involved.



166 ConlusionWith SDL as the language of hoie for the design of teleommuniation applia-tions, there is a growing need for formal veri�ation tehniques targeted towardsSDL and of ourse orresponding integrated tool support. Currently, most ofthe work in the �eld relies on testing and/or validating the design via simula-tion. For instane in [20℄, an ATM user-to-network interfae is validated usingthe SDT tool set [22℄. The state spae is explored by so alled bit-state hashingand by random walk traversal. In our work, on the ontrary, we use the fullstate spae exploration of the Spin model heker, but abstration tehniquesinstead to deal with the state-spae explosion problem. Similarly, [9℄ exploresa number of heuristis or state-saving tehniques, espeially partial-order teh-niques, to ounter the omplexity of state exploration of SDL-spei�ations, butin the ontext of simulation. With similar goals and faing similar problems,[13℄ uses the SDL reahability analyser Emma for model-heking teleommu-niation software. Their tool is based on Petri-nets and it uses (as Spin does)partial-order tehniques. Unlike our approah, where we rely on the disrete-timesemantis as implemented in DTSpin, in the work of Husberg and Manner timeis modeled by omplete non-determinism; so time-dependent properties as theone shown in Setion 5.3, annot be treated. Similarly, the works in [11, 23℄, alsousing the Spin model-heker, doesn't deal with timing aspets.A major part of the veri�ation e�ort expended an be seen as debuggingthe spei�ation. A rightful question then is why to use model heking insteadof simulation if model heking is not diretly appliable to a large-size modelwhile simulation is. We believe that both methods have their plae and wellomplement eah other. Indeed, at the �rst stage of debugging it is easier andbetter to use simulation, not model heking. The simple error situations likegetting deadloked already at the initial phase of funtioning an be quiklydeteted by simulation. However, after a number of errors that an be foundby simulation are orreted, the model heker shows its strength. For instane,model heker reports about unreahable ode whih immediately indiates thearea of potential problems. Next, the erroneous trae given by a simulator anbe very long, and one an not fore a simulator to give a shortest one; with amodel heker, one an (as most model hekers inlude a \shortest trail" option).These options signi�antly simplify the analysis of the ause of an error. Anotherargument is that only quite a restrited set of temporal properties an be veri�edvia simulation. Model heking enlarge the failities of debugging in this sense.One onlusion to draw from our experiene of working on the Masara proto-ol is that by using state-of-the-art model heking support together with quite asimple methodologial approah, one an already ahieve a lot. The straightfor-ward approah of using a haoti losing together with rather simple abstrationshas a number of methodologial and pratial advantages. First, allowing all pos-sible traes by the non-deterministi environment, the safety of the abstrationis immediate. Seondly, losing the model by an environment proess takes time;losing it with a more or less haoti environment an be done fast and routinely.Thirdly, leaving the struture of the entity under investigation untouhed allows
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